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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2016-2017 уч. г. 

Муниципальный этап. 7-8 классы 

Keys: 

Каждый правильный ответ оценивается в один балл. Орфография учитывается! При 

неправильном написании слова балл не начисляется.  

Максимальное количество баллов: 

Listening –18 баллов 

Reading/Use of English  – 52 баллов 

Writing  – 15 баллов 

Итого: 85 баллов  

Listening 

Part 1: Situtions 

1  B  

2  A  

3  B  

4  A  

5  A  

6  B 

7  C 

8  B 

Part 2: Vegetarian chef 

9  (an) apple pie 

10  childcare 

11  (children's) nanny 

12  six months 

13  golf course 

14  Indian 

15  fashion model 

16  Green Leaves 

17  service 

18  website 

 

Reading and Use of English 

 

Part 1: Coffee culture 

1   B:  The world can only 'go by'. 

2   A:  Only 'queue' collocates; 'Iine' would be right if followed by 'of people'. 

3   A:  Only 'demand' makes sense here and has to be followed by 'for' in this context. 

4   C:  Read the complete paragraph carefully in order to understand the writer's scepticism and 

the fact that the attraction is the environment, not the coffee! 

5   B:  Only 'Iies' collocates with 'attraction'. 

6   C:  Only'join' fits the meaning here. 

7   D:  People 'gather'; moreover, A, B and C do not fit grammatically. 
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8   A:  'regular' collocates with 'times'; the others don't in this context. 

9   B:  'exchange' collocates wit h 'news and gossip'. 

10 B:  'issues of the day' is a fixed expression. 

11 C:  'do business' is a fixed expression. 

12 B:  The phrasal verb can only be followed by 'transactions'. 

13 A:  'it is estimated' is a fixed passive expression. 

14 B:  Only 'growing' collocates with 'number'. 

15 C:  Only 'attractions' collocates with 'tourist'. 

 

Part 2: Spot the gorilla 

16  another:  (pronoun) follows 'one' 

17  take:  (verb) collocates with 'part' 

18  so:  (linker) precedes 'that' to introduce a clause 

19  them:  (pronoun) refers to 'viewers' 

20  at:  (preposition) part of phrase with 'all' 

21  When:  (linker) introduces a time clause 

22  have:  (auxiliary verb) completes verb structure 

23  will:  (modal verb) to indicate a future time 

 

Part 3: Understanding time 

24  measurement:  verb to noun 

25  reliable:  verb to adjective 

26  observation :  verb to noun 

27  useful:  noun/verb to adjective 

28  invention:  verb to noun 

29  length:  adjective to noun 

30  inappropriate:  positive adjective to negative adjective 

31  accuracy:  adjective to noun 

 

Part 4 

32  to play tennis unless Fiona 

33  not such a good skier  

34  by himself 

35  cannot/ can’t afford to 

36  off in case David 

37  see any/ much/ the point in 

38  should be met by 

39  is unlikely to do/ go on 

40  is rumoured to be 

41  (really) looking forward to using 

42  are not as serious as 

 

Part 5 Childhood memories 

43. The correct answer is B.  “Since we didn't have one of those siderails...“ 

44. The correct answer is A.  “...called my grandmother to verify a date...“ 

45. The correct answer is D.  “What I saw was horrible.“ 

46. The correct answer is C.  “The earliest thing I can remember is sitting in my crib, in a house 

we moved out of when I was about nine months old...“ 

47. The correct answer is A. “My mum got kind of quiet...“ 
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48. The correct answer is B.  “...mom in her bright sunny room, working at her desk on some 

bills.“ 

49. The correct answer is D.  “...a lot of people have clear memories of their early childhood. I 

don't. Instead they are flashes of events over a period of time.“ 

50. The correct answer is C.  “...when I was in my twenties I walked into a public place with my 

mother and stopped and said, "We used to have this tile in our kitchen." 

51. The correct answer is B.  “...this was great fun to fall out of bed so slowly!“ 

52. The correct answer is D.  “Despite my dislike for the sun they are all sun-drenched - I don't 

have many memories of winter in my early years...“ 


